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This essay discusses the challenge to intentionalism that arises from texts which have been incorporated into other texts. The meaning of such incorporated texts apparently departs from the intention of the author of the incorporated text. The essay uses texts from the Bible illustrate this phenomenon in some detail. The challenge is that the author's original intention seems not to be the meaning of the later text. The essay proposes a kind of relativism of meaning. The relativism, though, is not to readers or interpretive communities, but to authors of texts. Thus, a passage from *Genesis* in itself means what its original writer or tradition intended, but as a component of the compiled text its meaning is the meaning intended by the compiler. So, a more nuanced intentionalism is compatible with recognizing that texts can be detached from their origins.
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I Introduction: texts and intentions

A theorist is some kind of intentionalist about texts if she holds one or more of the following views: First, no sequence of marks is a text unless it has the right sort of connection with an intention. ¹ Second, the identity of a text is determined by the right kind of connection to an author’s intention. ² Third, what a text means is what its author intended. The intentions primarily in questions are linguistic intentions, that is, intentions to produce sentences that will be understood as having certain truth-conditions. Further intentions, such as the force of given sentences, whether they are sarcastic, metaphorical, etc., also derive from the author’s intention, but presuppose the linguistic intention. This third kind of intentionalism is the topic of the present essay. The core idea of the intentionalist account is that texts are at bottom speech-act-like. ³

These kinds of intentionalism are almost independent. ⁴ The first section of this essay will argue that the second kind of intentionalism, intentionalism about textual identity, makes the third kind of intentionalism, intentionalism about textual meaning, possible and plausible. The second section will raise some difficulties for the third kind of intentionalism that arise from the differences between texts and acts. The third section will propose a somewhat weakened version of intentionalism about the meaning of a text.

II Intentionalism About Textual Identity Enables Intentionalism About Meaning

a) Utterance meaning

The linguistic meaning of an utterance is very plausibly given by the linguistic intentions of the speaker, within limits. Certainly the reference of demonstratives and the selections among
syntactic ambiguities depends on the speaker. Utterances are speech-acts, individual actions by particular people, to be understood using the “intentional framework.”

Utterances are individual events, non-repeatables.

Davidson and other intentionalists about meaning treat written texts as essentially on a par with utterances. But texts have features that are not found in acts, whether speech-acts or writing-acts. Texts are public, repeatable items. Other people can use exactly what you wrote or said to say things of their own. Because they are repeatable as the very same text, texts can be incorporated into other texts. Acts, as particular events, cannot be incorporated into other acts, cannot be repeated, and cannot be misused to say things at odds with an original.

If texts are like speech acts, though, they have an attachment to their original authors in spite of being public objects in the world, available and usable by anyone. This section defends the claim that texts are like speech-acts.

b) Skepticism about Appropriating Strings of Characters

When we think of the authority of the author’s intention over the meaning of a text as attaching to texts construed as strings of words, and therefore appropriating sequences of sentences that are the linguistic common property of everyone to mean what the first user of the string meant, the idea that an individual has authority over what that string means is very implausible. Language is common property. All the sequences of English words already exist as abstract objects, since our grammars generate them. The first person to say “My daughter goes to a pretty little girls’ school” which is many ways syntactically ambiguous, did not resolve those ambiguities in a single way for that sequence for all time. How could someone “own” a
sequence of English words? If texts are word-sequences, a reasonable view would deny the
ownership or authority intuition and leave readers and interpreters to make what they choose of
the text, with no constraint from the original creator of the text. That Smith said it first does not
make it her property.

c) Textual identity and copying:

This essay offers a defense of intentionalism about the meaning of a text via
intentionalism about the identity of a text. The key idea is a distinction between a copy of a text
and a duplicate of a text.

“Copy” and “duplicate” are here used as technical terms to mark a distinction. An item A
is a duplicate of item O just in case both A and O are exactly alike. So, two electrons are
duplicates. An inscription A is a duplicate of another inscription O if A has the same characters
in the same order as O, i.e. if O and A are instances of the same string.

Copies are one kind of duplicate. A is a copy of O if A is a duplicate of O that came into
existence because of the right kind of connection to O. The right kind of connection” in the
case of texts, is typically that A is a copy made by an agent in order to duplicate O. Roughly and
typically, copies of texts are purposely made duplicates of the original product of a text-
producing act. So, the two electrons may be duplicates, but neither is a copy of the other.

In general, duplicates of complicated objects will be copies of such objects, given
combinatorial probabilities. A duplicate of a wombat is almost certainly based on copying
wombat genes, since the likelihood of a wombat coming into existence accidentally is
vanishingly small. In the same way, a duplicate of the character-sequence that constitutes the
Critique of Pure Reason almost certainly came about by some chain of copying of Kant’s original. A copy of a text is copy of the product of an action as a product of that action.

For complicated objects, the distinction between copies and duplicates thus does not practically matter. Almost all duplicates are copies. The distinction matters in theory, though, because there is nothing in the concept of a duplicate to connect an author of one of two duplicates to the other duplicate. The word-sequences are everyone’s word-sequences. If one thinks of texts as duplicates, any claim of a real connection tie between the author of an original and a duplicate will be mystical, just as it would be mysticism to postulate a First Mother of the universe’s electrons. Duplicates need have no genuine connection with an original producer.

Notice that not all copies are intentional or have anything to do with intentions. Species of plants and animals evolve by mistakes in copying DNA sequences. Linguistic copies will generally have intentions behind them, but not always. A cat can accidentally step on the mouse and click on the “print” icon.

The thesis of Tolhurst and Wheeler (1979) advanced in “On Textual Individuation” amounts to the claim that texts are identical if and only if one is a copy of the other. Suppose this is mistaken. If thesis 2) is mistaken there are two possibilities: Either their criterion for “is the same text as” does not coincide with the usage of “text” in English, or “is a copy of” is too vague to be a usable theoretical notion. If “copy” and “duplicate” are in fact near synonyms, and if there are uses of “text” according to which duplicates of a text are instances of the same text, then the intentionalist can concede the point, and say that she is interested in the subset of the pairs in the “is the same text as” relation where one pair is a copy of the other. Call this subset the relation “schmextual identity.” Then the discussion below completing the move from
intentionalism about identity to intentionalism about meanings will go through for schmexts. After all, the intentionalist was not claiming that the meaning of any inscription was what the first producer had in mind—that would appeal to a mystical connection.

It is difficult to see how someone could deny that some inscriptions are copies of others, in the sense described above. The most one could say is that there seems to be no easily-defined precise criterion for the “is a copy of” relation in other terms. The demand for a sharp criterion, however, would not only eliminate “is a copy of” but also “is tall,” “is a chair,” and almost every other term dealing with organisms and other medium-sized objects.¹⁵

So, intentionalism about text-identity, thesis 2) is correct, if we allow that texts may in fact be schmexts.

d) The short step to intentionalism about meaning—

Intentionalism of the second kind is the thesis that texts are utterance-like, and that textual interpretation is like interpretation of a person’s utterance. This can be understood as two distinct theses: 1) Nothing is a text without the right kind¹⁶ of connection to an intention.¹⁷ 2) If individual A is the same text as individual B, then either one is a copy of the other or they are both copies of a descendents of a chain of copies leading back to a third individual C. Whether an item is a copy of a text, and so an instance of that text, depends not just on what sequence of marks it instantiates, but whether it was produced so that it depends on the original “in the right way.” Being a copy requires some kind of a causal-intentional connection with that original text.¹⁸ A text can be duplicated without being copied. Two utterances of “take my wife, please”
may be duplicates of one another without one being a copy of the other, and may well have different meanings.\(^{19}\)

Acceptance of the second kind of intentionalism enables the acceptance of the third kind of intentionalism, that the meaning of a text is determined by the intention of the author. Here is the argument:

Thesis 2) is an extension of thesis 1). Further consequences of thesis 2) that do not follow from thesis 1) are: a) A text is the text it is not relative to a language, but absolutely. Your copy of *The Critique of Pure Reason* is really a copy of it, not a copy relative to a choice of language. b) There could be two texts that had all the same characters, yet were different texts because they were copies of or related in the “same text”-preserving way to distinct originals.

Thesis 2) affirms a kind of “trace” of the original author’s act that connects texts which are copies of the original to that original. Thesis 2) claims that since a copy is a copy of a particular act, the original intention of the act, which is a feature of that act, attaches to copies, even when not only the original intention and the act itself, but also the author has ceased to exist.

Thesis 2) is thus the key to understanding how the third degree of intentionalism, intentionalism about textual meaning, could be true even though linguistic products can have duplicates and those duplicates need have no connection to any particular author. The idea is that copies are duplicates generally made with the intention of conveying the original, which is in this case an intentional speech- or writing-action.
The intentionalist conception of the identity of a text allows the intentionalist conception of the meaning of a text. Because copying is a relation to a particular act, copies of our speaking and writing products have appropriate connection to our original intention. To review:

Step 1: A speaker or writer produces a product, an object in the world common to him and his audience.

Step 2: The linguistic intention with which the author produces the product is part of what his act is. His production is the result of his intentions—what kind of action it is, what the various purposes are, what it’s supposed to be rest on the author’s intention. The particular production—act is informed by the author’s intention. The particular product, the token, is, among other things, a product of this act.

Step 3: Copying is a relation of one product to another product as the product of an individual act. The “is a copy of” relation is transitive, but not symmetric; whereas the “is a duplicate” relation is both transitive and symmetric. Kant’s manuscript is not a copy of my first edition Critique of Pure Reason, even though it is a duplicate. Copying, the intentionalist claims, is (generally) intentionally making a duplicate of a particular product, an individual event that came about by an intention. On the other hand, any two electrons are duplicates of one another.

Step 4: An object is an instance of an author’s text only if it is a copy of that author’s text. Authors are connected to duplicates of their texts only if those duplicates are copies of the words the author spoke or wrote. Copies of copies of copies of copies are connected to the author by the transitivity of the “copy of” relation, even if the last copier does not know who he is copying.

Only Zap collectors may know that Crumb is the author of “Keep on Truckin.”
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Step 5): Conclusion

Since text-ownership is not word-sequence ownership, skepticism about text-ownership is misplaced. The meaning of a duplicate of an author’s text need have nothing to do with the author’s intention, whereas the meaning of a copy of an author’s text, since it is a copy of a particular act’s product, is connected to the author’s intention in the same way and to the extent that the speaker’s intention determines the meaning of a speech act.

III A Problem with intentionalism

Supposing that the Tolhurst-Wheeler view of textual identity is accepted, the opposing views on the topic of what a text means are a variety of views that make the meaning of a text depend in one way or another on the audience. Given that audiences change over time and place, and even within cultures, these audience-dependent accounts of meaning make meaning relative. The challenge to intentionalism discussed in this essay comes from the relativist side.

The major difficulty with the intentionalist account of textual meaning is that some texts incorporate other texts as components. Given this incorporation, the connection between the intention of a writer and the meaning of a text breaks down. This essay argues that intentionalists should adopt a kind of relativism about the meaning of such texts, but not a relativism about audiences or interpretive communities. We begin by examining three texts from the Pentateuch, the core of the Bible, the paradigm hermeneutical text.

a) Three Biblical texts

Consider first, Deuteronomy 27:15-26. This is a list of twelve curses. The first eleven curses have the form “A curse on him who [commits some sin]…and all the people shall say:
Amen.” The twelfth curse is “A curse on him who does not maintain the words of this law [ha-torah hazzeh] by observing them. And all the people shall say: Amen.” This is a liturgical passage being incorporated into the text of Deuteronomy. As part of this piece of liturgy, the twelfth curse is a meta-curse, and “ha-torah hazzeh” refers to the previous eleven curses.

However, the sentence after the twelfth curse, Deuteronomy 28:1 is, “But if you obey the voice of Yahweh your God keeping and observing all those commandments of his that I enjoin on you today, Yahweh your God will set you high above all the nations of the earth…” “The commandments of his that I enjoin on you today” are all the commandments in Moses’ speech running from Deuteronomy 5-33. So the “but” in Deuteronomy 28:1 treats everything Moses has said in this speech as the reference of “hatorah hazzeh” in Deuteronomy 27:26.25

The reference of the complex demonstrative “hatorah hazzeh” in the original liturgical text has been understood differently when the phrase is incorporated into the larger text. Since Deuteronomy is originally a separate text,26 though, the reference in Deuteronomy is not to the Mosaic Laws found only in Exodus, Leviticus, or Numbers, but just to the laws in Deuteronomy 5-33 being enjoined. This still wider reference for “ha-torah hazzeh,” though, is understood in a later text from another scripture. In Galatians 3:10, Paul paraphrases the same passage, in Greek, as “Accursed is everyone who doesn’t follow the things written in the scroll of the law.”27 “The scroll of the law” here refers to the whole Torah, that is, the Pentateuch, and not just to the commands Moses has transmitted in Deuteronomy, since the Torah scroll is the entire Pentateuch.

Second, consider a passage from Genesis 3: In Genesis 3:8-9, Adam and Eve hear God walking in the Garden of Eden in the cool of the day, and hide. God calls to the man “Where are
you?” God discovers that Adam and Eve have violated God’s prohibition against eating fruit from a particular tree, distributes punishments, and evicts Adam and Eve from the Garden of Eden. In 3:22, God observes that “the man has become like one of us, knowing good and evil. He must not be allowed to stretch his hand out next and pick from the tree of life also, and eat some and live forever.” Prima facie, the god being quoted is a physical being with feet, is a member of a population of similar beings, and has to find out where his creatures are. In addition, people can become gods themselves by eating from a magic tree.

But Genesis 3 comes after Genesis 1, where God creates the world and other natural phenomena by ordering them into existence. Considering Genesis as a single text with a single author, God’s actions and words in Genesis 3 have to be read as figures of speech and anthropomorphisms. God is present in the garden “walking,” so to speak. When God asks questions of humans, they are rhetorical questions. God knows what Adam and Eve have done and where they are.

According to modern scholarship, the text of Genesis is a compilation of several texts by different authors with (at least) two different characters “God” with quite distinct natures. In the text, God is called “Elohim” in Genesis 1 and “Yahweh” in Genesis 3. Elohim is (here) a creator by fiat; Yahweh is more or less like a human with superpowers, forming people out of dirt and breathing life into them. Many passages in the books of the Bible through 2nd Kings presuppose a “God of Old,” to use James Kugel’s 2003 term. The God of Old is not a mind reader, has more or less human size and form, can (sometimes) be safely looked upon, and is assumed to be one among several gods.
Genesis is the product of successive compilation and editing over many centuries of multiple texts of various kinds. By the time this process is being completed, the conception of God has changed so that early texts such as Genesis 3, which presuppose the God of Old, have to be understood differently. The compilers put Genesis 1 before Genesis 3 and understand Genesis 3 metaphorically, because they take “God” in Genesis 3 to be their God, and their God is transcendent, is all-powerful, knows peoples’ inner thoughts, is not one of many gods, and so forth.

The third Biblical example examines some of the consequences of conceiving of the Pentateuch as the Word of God, which has come to be the understanding, certainly by the time of Ezra, after the Exile, and, given Josiah’s reception of the Book of the Law in 2nd Kings 22, arguably much earlier. As God’s word, the Pentateuch must make coherent sense. Genesis 6 and 7 describe the preparations for the great flood. In Genesis 6:19-20, a verse in which God is called “Elohim,” as in Genesis 1, Noah is instructed to take two of each kind of animal. In Genesis 7:2-3 God, now called “Yahweh,” orders Noah to bring seven pairs of each kind of clean animal and one pair of each kind of unclean animal. So is Noah supposed to bring fourteen sheep or two?

According to modern scholars, these passages are parts of two distinct narratives, understood as one story by later editors. What this text meant to the last compilers, though, is something else. By Ezra’s time, the entire Pentateuch is taken to be the word of God and is becoming part of liturgy. So the apparent inconsistencies in the composite text, of which we have only given a very few, have come to be understood in ways that eliminate contradictions. The eleventh century commentator Rashi’s explanation, transmitting the traditional
consistency-yielding understanding, is that *Genesis* 6:19 means “at least two,” so that *Genesis* 7:2-3 is a more specific instruction, but not a contradictory instruction.\(^\text{33}\)

b) The meaning of the text

The three examples of incorporation of texts into other texts illustrate three ways the intention of the original author of an incorporated text can differ from the intention of the author of the incorporating text. The reference of a demonstrative can change from incorporated text to incorporating text. A sentence intended literally in the incorporated text can be meant figuratively in the incorporating text. Two texts whose authors make inconsistent claims can both be incorporated into a story making one claim.

The Bible is the text where the question of tracking authorial intention to determine meaning is especially complex. But the Bible is only the most famous example of a text which appropriates other texts. Committee documents, student papers that are pastiches of articles on Hume from the internet, and many other texts challenge the idea that an authorial intention determines meaning. Consider a few pages of an old paper on whose topic I’ve changed my mind, which get inserted into my current work with the prefatory “It might be argued that…,” and with a “…but consider the following…” at the end.

Note that these examples are not examples of texts without intentions as their cause. These examples do not speak against either of the first two aspects of intentionalism mentioned above, that nothing is meaningful unless there is an intention to communicate causally responsible for it in the right way, and that what text a text is an inscription of likewise depends
on such intentions. Rather the example of the Pentateuch and its history and origins challenges
the idea that the meaning of a text is determined by the author’s intention.

III Relativizing intentionalism

a) Composites as single texts

There is no question that the parts of Genesis are meaningful. Rather, the question is
what is the meaning of the text as a single object of interpretation. There is a difference between
a mélange of texts and a single text. To view Genesis as a single meaningful whole is to posit a
single intention responsible for the text as a whole. To understand a text as a single work is to
ascribe an intention to the text as a whole—to posit an author, in Foucault’s (1979) terms. For
a text to actually be a single work with a meaning as a whole is for there to be an author whose
intention is responsible for the text.

What do we say about compilers as authors? If the compiler is under the impression that
the components being stitched together are themselves the products of a single author, or if the
compiler regards himself as constructing a narrative from disparate but consistent sources, at
least the compiler thinks he is writing a single text. But what if the compiler is wrong about the
intentions of his source-authors?

It seems hard to deny that Genesis is a meaningful text, even though its components are a
mix of different authors’ intentions. I argue that the right position is a moderate relativism about
texts and intentions. A given passage in itself means what its author intended. As a part of
another author’s text it means what that other, later author intended. The user’s understanding of
the incorporated text becomes the meaning of the incorporated text as an element of the user’s text.

This would give us the following picture of the career of the Pentateuch: Suppose we posit a final compiler of the Pentateuch, call him Ezra. If, as in fact happened with the Pentateuch, Ezra’s text is itself paraphrased, cited, and in other ways re-used with basic linguistic intentions substantially the same as Ezra’s, and this continues for twenty-three hundred years, it would make sense to say that, for the people understanding the text as Ezra did, the text means (roughly) what Ezra intended.38

On the other hand, there is some inclination to say that Genesis as a whole does not mean anything at all, because there is no linguistic intention informing the text as a whole, given the compilers’ misapprehension about their sources. From the point of view of modern scholarship, Ezra and other redactors misunderstood the texts they were incorporating into their compilations and redactions. So, an argument could be made that Genesis as a whole does not mean anything, because it is not a whole.

This is what we might say about Philosophical Instigations, a collection of slips of paper in the nachlass of an important philosopher, Wittstein, that were taken to be paragraphs he wrote as expressions of a new philosophical theory, but which in fact were his collection of student in-class responses to the repeated assignment, “Write something short and interesting about language.” Even though admirers of this philosopher have constructed interpretations of the collection which make it provocative and interesting, so that now there are specialists in the subject, one is tempted to say that the text as a whole has no meaning, because it is not really a text at all. One would continue to say this even though a series of editors had corrected what they
had come to regard as typographical errors or misstatements, so that the “text” as it existed hundreds of years after the death of the philosopher was rather different from the original pile of student paragraphs.

d) Compilers’ and transmitters

One problem with saying that such texts are meaningless is that other texts whose intention is to transmit the meaning of these texts are attempting to transmit the meaning of a non-text, an aggregate with no *actual* meaning, because no actual informing intention. In the case of the Pentateuch, such secondary texts abound. Consider for instance the Targums, paraphrases of the Hebrew into Aramaic. These texts are *paraphrases*, rather than strictly speaking translations, in that they do not, even in Targum Onkelos, the most “literal,” try to convey the Hebrew word-for-word. What they present is the text *as it has come to be understood*.

If an actual authorial intention is required in order for the text to have a meaning as a whole, then, since the texts the paraphrase paraphrase are meaningless, so would be the paraphrases, there being (actually) no unified authorial intention. If the posited author was just a mistake, are the paraphrases meaningless also? The same consequences would follow about the Wikipedia and the *Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy* articles on Wittstein.

Here is what an intentionalist should say: There is indeed no actual authorial intention behind the Pentateuch, just as there is no philosophy of the later Wittstein. However, the compiler of the Pentateuch and the discoverer of the pile of papers either posit such an authorial intention or purport to do so. They are mistaken, but this does not mean that their texts are in fact
not single texts at all. If they think or intend to lead the reader to think that there is an authorial intention in the pieces they are compiling, then their texts are single texts. Then of course the translators and paraphrasers are intending to convey the meaning of the compiled or discovered text, and so these are also in fact single texts.

The actions of compilers, translators, and paraphrasers have unified authorial intention, albeit one directed at non-existent entities, the unified author of the sources. Actions can obviously be directed at non-existent entities. The king of Moab can sacrifice his first-born in order to placate Chemosh (2 Kings 3:27). I once left cookies and milk for Santa Claus. Texts can have authorial intentions to transmit authorial intentions that do not exist.

e) Conclusion:

Intentionalists who claim that the meaning of a text is to be derived from the author’s intention must acknowledge that a kind of relativism is in fact correct. When texts are incorporated into other texts, and the authorial intention about the incorporated text differs from that of the incorporating text, the meaning of the incorporated text in itself is different from the meaning of the text as part of the larger text.

This does not amount to the view that the meaning of a text is relative to a reader or to an interpretive community. Christians, according to modern scholarship, are just mistaken about what Isaiah means in Isaiah 7:14-16. The text is a reassurance to Ahaz that in a relatively short time, namely by the time a baby has grown up enough to be morally responsible, his enemies will have disappeared.
However, when the author of Matthew 1:22-23 writes “Now all this took place to fulfill the words spoken by the Lord through the prophet: The virgin will conceive and give birth to a son and they will call him Immanuel,” what he means is given by his authorial intention to point out a prophecy about Jesus. When later texts allude to Matthew, using “Immanuel” to refer to Jesus, and when “Immanuel” comes to be treated as another name for Jesus, that is who their name “Immanuel” refers to, and who Kant’s parents had in mind when they named him.

---


2 See William Tolhurst and Samuel Wheeler, “On Textual Individuation,” *Philosophical Studies* 35.2 (February 1979): 187-97. On their view, which comports with Donald Davidson’s account in Davidson, “Locating Literary Language” (in Reed Way Dassenbrock, ed., *Literary Theory after Davidson* [University Park, Penn.: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1993]), 295-308, a physical object is a copy of a given text not relative to L, but absolutely. Your copy of *The Critique of Pure Reason* is really a copy of it, not a copy relative to a choice of language. On our view also, there could be two distinct texts that had all the same characters. Tolhurst and Wheeler were primarily arguing against inscriptionalist accounts of textual identity. It is hard to imagine an audience-based account of textual identity.
3 Not only Steven Knapp and Walter Benn Michaels (in “Against Theory”) (1982), but also Donald Davidson (in “Locating Literary Language”) (1993) model texts on speech acts. Davidson, happily oblivious to what was going on in literary theory, seems to take this approach as too obvious to need defense.

4 a) Holding 1) without 2) or 3): A theorist could hold that all linguistic objects have some connection to speakers and intentions without holding either that textual identity is determined by the author’s intention or that the meaning of a text is so determined. For instance, a syntactician whose theory generates all possible sentences of English, and so all possible sequences of sentences, may think that what identifies these sequences as English is some connection to human intentions. She need not be a pure inscriptionalist and think that there is some physically definable sequence of shapes that determines whether a physical inscription is a sequence of sentences of English, but rather take that to be determined by having been produced intentionally to be an English sequence. However, that theorist could hold that the text is the sequence of English words and that the meaning of a sequence is determined by, say, the intention of the first person to produce that sequence.

b) Holding 1) and 2) without 3): An audience-relative account of textual meaning could go along with Tollhurst and Wheeler 1979 the account of on textual identity in “On Textual Individuation,” while denying that the author’s intention determined the meaning of the text.

c) Holding 1) and 3) without 2). A theorist could possibly, but not plausibly, hold a “first dibs” account of textual meaning, that the first person to inscribe a sequence determines its meaning, while identifying the text with the sequence.

Davidson does not take intentions to be exactly a guide to interpretation, since intentions are assigned to actions as part of the interpretation. Interpretation of language for Davidson is a special case of interpreting acts. A person says something and the interpreter tries to figure out what the speaker is doing. The intentions he is primarily concerned with in speech-actions are linguistic intentions, intentions to produce something which will have certain truth-conditions. Given that the vast majority of speech acts are communications, the intention will be to say something that the audience will interpret as having certain truth-conditions. For communicative speech acts, then, your words cannot meaning just anything you choose. For a behavior to be an action with an intention, the actor must reasonably hold that the behavior has something to do with the intended result.

Davidson does not take intentions to be exactly a guide to interpretation, since intentions are assigned to actions as part of the interpretation. Interpretation of language for Davidson is a special case of interpreting acts. A person says something and the interpreter tries to figure out what the speaker is doing. The intentions he is primarily concerned with in speech-actions are linguistic intentions, intentions to produce something which will have certain truth-conditions. Given that the vast majority of speech acts are communications, the intention will be to say something that the audience will interpret as having certain truth-conditions. For communicative
speech acts, then, your words cannot mean just anything you choose. For a behavior to be an action with an intention, the actor must reasonably hold that the behavior has something to do with the intended result.

8 The act-text distinction is not the same as the speech-writing distinction. Writing can be act and speech can be text.

1) A case of writing that is an act: An early girlfriend used to write with her finger on my arm.

This has all the features of the Davidsonian speech triangle sketched in Davidson’s “Locating Literary Language” (1993), and more thoroughly explained in Davidson’s “The Second Person.” Midwest Studies in Philosophy 17.1 (September 1992): 255-67. Ostension provides connection with a common world, but the physical message vanishes as rapidly as sound does.

2) Texts that are speech:

a) One bard can appropriate lines from another bard. This is a speech-type text.

b) Sound-bite insertion, as in 2 Live Crew’s “Me So Horny,” detaches the auditor from the original speech, and detaches the speaker from control of the references of the speech. Papillon Soo Soo’s speech is used with 2 Live Crew’s intention. Briefly, her spoken first-person singular pronoun refers in the song to Brother Marquis in some verses and to Fresh Kid Ice in others. This is a voice-type or sound type which is appropriated as a text.

9 This would be like Locke’s (1690/1980) account in Chapter V of his Second Treatise of Government (Indianapolis, Ind.: Hackett, 1980) of how we remove physical property from the common domain and make it our own—the labor of the first person to utter a sequence of words makes that person’s intended meaning determine what that sequence means from then on. That person owns that string.
Intentionalists’ ownership intuitions might be considered an expression of capitalist delusion, rather like “ownership” of naturally-occurring gene-sequences.

This definition would need qualification, since some copies are inaccurate copies, and so not strictly duplicates, but still copies. This is in fact an argument that texts are something other than duplicates.

Tolhurst and Wheeler (1979) discuss various accidental copies that are still copies in “On Textual Individuation.”

A duplicate of a term paper likewise is almost certainly a copy. That is why it suffices to show duplication to show plagiarism.

Computer programs for breaking passwords try common sequences of characters. Their authors call such sequences “texts.”

See the now-vast literature on the sorites paradox, to which the author was an early contributor. (Samuel Wheeler, “Reference and Vagueness,” Synthese 30.3/4 (April-May 1975): 367-79.)

As in the note below about “copy,” “the right kind of connection” between an intention and an event for that event and its product to qualify as linguistic will be hard to specify.

This is a point made by Stephen Knapp and Walter Benn Michaels in “Against Theory” (1982) and by Walter Benn Michaels (1989) in “Intentionalism, Again.”

As Tolhurst and I discussed in “Tolhurst and Wheeler (1979) On Textual Individuation,” the definition of the “is a copy of” relation is hard to specify, other than as “the right kind of” causal-intentional relation. This is a feature it shares with other intentional connections, such as “is a name of” and the relation that has to hold between truth and belief in order for that belief to be knowledge. In the case of copying, some puzzling cases include the accidental copy of a poem
that is made in the pine desk it is written on, on the one hand, and on the other hand, the copy
that is made when the pressure of writing on the desk activates a random word-generator which
happens to produce a duplicate of the text of the poem. As Tolhurst and Wheeler we note, similar
definitional difficulties afflict “causal” accounts of perception, knowledge, and reference.

19 One person is citing Henny Youngman’s text. The other is in a hostage situation where a
terrorist insists on throwing either the husband or his wife out the airplane door, and the less-
than-gallant husband responds thus.

20 As we discussed in “Tolhurst and Wheeler (1979) On Textual Individuation,” the definition of
the “is a copy of” relation is hard to specify, other than as “the right kind of” causal-intentional
relation. This is a feature it shares with other connections where causality seems to have some
kind of role, such as the relation between a name and what it designates, the relation between a
sense-input and a belief that qualifies the sense-input as a seeing, and the relation between truth
and belief that qualifies the belief to be knowledge. In the case of copying, a typical puzzling

21 This is not quite accurate. When I say “Take my wife, please” I mean my wife, not Henny
Youngman’s. Texts are like re-application of direct quotations, which express different
propositions when used at different times by different people. Strictly, the author’s intention fixes the meaning of context-independent elements of a text.

22 Whether a person can mean whatever she chooses by her words does not quite follow, at least from the perspective of Davidson in “A Nice Derangement of Epitaphs” (in Ernie LePore, ed., Truth and Interpretation [Oxford: Blackwell, 1986], 433-46). A behavior is an action with an intention only if, from the actor’s perspective, the behavior has some prospect of success. That is, I cannot try to part the waters of the Red Sea by a gesture unless I think that this gesture has some chance of resulting in the parting of the waters. So Fish’s (2008) view in “Intention Is All There Is” that a speaker or writer can mean anything she pleases by uttering or writing a sequence of words is only correct for the relatively rare cases where the speaker is communicating with herself, and has constructed a code. If a speaker is to ask a question or give a command, it is hard to see how a sequence of sounds that the speaker has no reason to believe will be interpreted as having the truth-conditions intended can be an asking of a question or a giving of a command. Likewise, if the intended audience of an assertion cannot reasonably be held to be in a position to interpret the assertion as having the intended truth-conditions, it is hard to see why one would claim that an assertion has been made. There are, as usual, tricky cases, where an Englishman without Pashti in the company of Pashtis without English utters what would be a command in English, knowing the communication situation. Such a person is only talking to himself, not giving a command, even though.

23 Jacques Derrida’s “Signature Event Context” (Glyph 1 [Spring 1977]: 172-97) is the deepest examination of the differences between texts and acts. For purposes of this essay, I will not examine the consequences of that essay for intentionalism.
The translation used in this essay is *The Jerusalem Bible* (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1966). None of the examples depend on controversial translations.

Another reason to take the reference to be the larger body of commandments is that in verses 3 and 8 of the same chapter, the very same phrase is used to refer to the recapitulation of Mosaic Law which is Deuteronomy 5:33; Deuteronomy 27:2-3 “…you are to set up tall stones and coat them with lime/ and write on them all the words of this law…”; Deuteronomy 27:8 “On these stones you must write all the words of this law; cut them carefully.” “This law” is “hatorah hazzeh” via the Septuagint translation of “torah” as “nomos.”

Widespread opinion is that Deuteronomy is the Book of the Law found by Hilkiah which inspires Josiah in 2 Kings 22:8 and following. Scholars are unanimous that Deuteronomy has an author different from any contributor to the previous four books.

The New Testament follows the Septuagint translation of “torah” as “nomos,” that is, “law.”

James Kugel’s *How to Read the Bible* (New York, N.Y.: The Free Press, 2007). Chapter 19 discusses scholarly opinions on this topic. (See his chapter 19.)


The “God of Old” is presupposed in much of the rest of the Bible, not just in parts of the Pentateuch. For instance, in Judges 11:12-28, Jephthah regards the Ammonites as having been given other peoples’ lands by their god. In Judges 13, Samson’s parents only belatedly come to realize that they have seen God, having thought that their informant was a man.

Isaiah 44:6: “I am the first and the last; there is no other God besides me.”

Another example is Genesis 37:28-36. His brothers have thrown Joseph, their obnoxious younger brother, into a well. Some Ishmaelites are sighted, and Judah suggests that they sell
Joseph to them rather than kill the guy. Before the brothers can come back to retrieve Joseph, some Midianites pass by, pull Joseph out of the well, and sell him to the Ismaelites. However, by Genesis 37:36, it is again the Midianites who have possession of Joseph and sell him to Potiphar. In Genesis 39:1 it is again Ishmaelites who sell Joseph to Potiphar. Rashi’s understanding is that there were two caravans, one of Ishmaelites and one of Midianites, and that Joseph was sold more than once.


37 We should note that “the compiler” here probably refers to a school of scribes rather than to an individual. So, we can imagine that the component texts themselves, as well as the compilations and redactions, are the product of several hands spread over some decades at least.

38 We can ignore other kinds of meaning and intention than linguistic intention. While the Christians understood the Pentateuch’s real message as prefiguring Jesus, they understood the
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... events of the narrative as Ezra understood them. Likewise, the Cabalists, while they found further significance in details of the very letters of the text, agreed with Ezra about what the text said, at the linguistic level. We can also ignore the fact that the author posited by those millennia of readers for the Pentateuch was God.

There are many passages in the Bible where Christians read the reference of certain terms differently. For instance, where the Tanakh says “by the word of God the heavens were made” (Psalm 33:6) Christians understood “the word” to be the Logos referred to in John 1:1, i.e. Jesus. Isaiah 7:14’s reference to the son of Ahaz, discussed below, is another example of a text which the Christians understood differently from the intention of the prophet.

The Septuagint, the canonical translation into Greek, resolves some inconsistencies in the Hebrew text, for instance by making angels do what God does in the Hebrew. Furthermore, in going from a Semitic language to an Indo-European, differences show up. The Hebrew text of Deuteronomy 21:23 is “Qillath elohim talui” (“A curse of God (is) a hanged man”). In the Septuagint, the reading is that the person is cursed: “Kekateramenos upo theou” (“a hanged man is cursed by God.”) Only from the Septuagint version can Paul use the passage to argue that Jesus was cursed for humanity’s sake in Galatians 3:13.

The Septuagint qualifies as a translation. Numerous other versions of the Pentateuch or portions thereof are retellings which convey the traditional understanding, as it has evolved. Retellings include the Book of Jubilees, which retells Genesis in much more detail, explaining who Cain and Seth married, for instance. Other Pseudepigrapha are similar, purporting to be...
narrations from Enoch, patriarchs, and the like. Josephus and Philo give more or less detailed contents of Genesis in their historical and philosophical expositions, respectively.

40 In actual fact, the last compilers-redactors are the last elements of a long compilation-redaction sequence. There is no telling when the first misprision of the compiled texts occurs. James Kugel’s (2007) pages 515-518, has a wonderful analogy for how novel reinterpretations become the surface meaning of a text for an audience (How to Read the Bible, 515-518). It should be noted that minor textual variants occur into very late times, as the Dead Sea scrolls show.

41 2 Kings 3:27.
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